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ll. ·Dr Parker's Sun grazer
NASA has embarked upon a new and more
intensive data collection project designed to
gather information about our Sun through direct
sampling and a close-up loo k - far closer than
ever before.

Letter from the Editor
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This m-onth we remember the
fli(!]ht mf ApJOIIo 7. Its real
importance was not so much that
it was the first manned Apollo
mission but that it was upon its
success that Apollo 8 was cleared
to fly to the Moon. In a way, this
was a repeat of how Alan
Shepard's flight as the first
American in space on 5 May 1961
cleared the way for President
Kennedy to announce the Moon
goalless than three weeks later.
Few cannot fail to have been
impressed with the lal!lnch ofthe
Parker Solar Probe which will fly
closer to the Sun than any other
spacecraft. it is more than 56
years since the launch of the first
Orbiting Solar Observatory on 7
March 1962- seven more were to
follow. NASA has had a proud
history of solar probes, mot least
Skylab's Apollo Telescope Mount
As a major feature this month I
am particularly pleased to again
publish an analytical study by
David Todd- always good for
sound revisionist thinking. This
time he asks whether NASA got it
all wrong when moving from
Shuttle to the Space Launch
System.
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11.6 Giant rockets: the third way
Seradata analyst David Todd gives us his
overview of how NASA could have acquired a
heavy-lifter a lot earlier and a whole lot cheaper,
had it taken a different rqute.

27 First up: Apollo 7
Fifty years ago in October, NASA launched the
first manned Apollo mission, long in the making
and considerably chang ed from its origina l
oqjective.

30 Getting there- the NLV project
Robin Brand reports from the BIS Technical
Committee on the first phase of the Society's
Nanosat Launch Vehicle project and describes
how that activity is progressing .
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